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    Differentiated Instruction:
Keep Calm and Differentiate On
Module Description

This module discusses the importance of differentiation in today’s classroom. The lesson design elements: content, process, and product are included. Also, the module includes the influence of learners’ readiness, interests, and learning profile on classroom instruction. (Star graphic included to show navigation of the site.)


	Standards Alignment

Objectives of this PLM are aligned with the TLMS standards noted below: 

	Domain 1: Fostering a collaborative culture.

Domain 2: Accessing and using research to improve practice & student learning.
Domain 3: Promoting professional learning for continuous improvement.
Domain 4: Facilitating improvements in instruction and learning.
Domain 7: Advocating for student learning and the profession. 
	North Carolina Professional Teaching Standards: 

	Standard IV: Teachers Facilitate Learning for Their Students

-Teachers know the ways in which learning takes place, and they know the appropriate developmental levels of their students.
-Teachers plan instruction appropriate for their students.
-Teachers use a variety of instructional methods.
-Teachers use a variety of methods to assess what each student has learned.
	South Carolina Performance Standards: 

	1a: The teacher obtains student information, analyzes this information to determine the learning needs of all students, and uses this information to guide instructional planning.

2b: The teacher develops instructional plans that include content, strategies, materials, and resources that are appropriate for the particular students.
3a: The teacher develops/ selects and administers a variety of appropriate assessments.
5a: The teacher uses appropriate instructional strategies.
5b: The teacher uses a variety of instructional strategies. 
5c: The teacher uses instructional strategies effectively.

Challenge   
 
PowToon Video: Mr. Giamecello feels like the weight of the world is on his shoulders. He is stressed by state mandates, a multitude of student abilities, and a fear that he cannot prepare students for the 21st century. The challenge is to find a way to differentiate instruction to meet the needs of all learners. (The video transcript is included in the module.)
            
Initial Thoughts

What is differentiated instruction?
Why differentiate?
	How do educators differentiate instruction within the 21st century classroom?               
               [Quote: “The biggest mistake of past centuries…” -Howard Gardner]

Perspectives & Resources

Module Objectives

After viewing the Perspectives and Resources section, you should be able to:
	Define differentiated instruction

Understand the importance of differentiated instruction
Differentiate instruction based on student’s readiness, interests, & learning style                           
	Differentiate instruction through content, process, and product                 
[Differentiation survey… developed using survey monkey.]

	Page 1: Differentiation Defined

Differentiated instruction “is the practice of modifying and…” (Tucker, 2011)

It is a teaching philosophy based on the premise that…. (Willis & Mann, 2000)
Experts say that differentiated instruction is not a new… (Willis & Mann, 2000)
What it is and what it isn’t? Copyright of Dr. Susan Allan [bulleted lists] 
	GoAnimate Video: What is Differentiated Instruction?


Page 2: Differentiation Matters
Why is Differentiation Important?
	Classrooms are filled with students who… [photo]


	Differentiated instruction excites the brilliant student to…(Tucker, 2011)

YouTube Video: Why Differentiated Instruction? In this video, Tomlinson explains that teachers must proactively plan varied approaches to what students need to learn in order to increase the likelihood that each student will learn as much as he or she can, as efficiently as possible (Tomlinson, 2003).


Page 3: Know the Learner       

	Readiness

	Readiness is the capacity to learn new material. A good task… [bullet points]

	Interest

	Different students will show interest in different topics…[bullet points]

	Learning Profile

	Each individual has a learning style that best meets his/her…[bullet points]

	YouTube Video: In a workshop for teachers at the University of Virginia, Carol Tomlinson describes differentiation as a way of planning for the unpredictable in the classroom. She describes how differentiation plans for different learning styles and preferences. [Link to Tomlinson’s blog]

 [Tomlinson biography]

Page 4: Getting Started with Learning Styles/Preferences Links

This page includes fabulous resources for parents, teachers, and students to identify students’ strengths and their preferred style of learning. 
	Interest Survey…[link]

Multiple Intelligence Survey…[link]
Learning Profile Booklet…[link]
Learning Preferences…[link]
Learning Styles…[link]
What Kind of Learner is Your Child?...[link]
	What Are Your Learning Styles?...[link]


Page 5: Differentiation for the Learner

Content
	Content includes the knowledge, concepts, and skills…[bullet points]     Think-pair-share [link]

Save the last word [link]
Jigsaw groups [link]
	Process

	Process is how students make sense of the content… [bullet points]

                              Literature circles [link]
	Product

	Product is the evidence of learning. The product can be used… [bullet points]


	Page 6: Resources and References

Eight Lessons Learned…[link]

Helpful Handbook…[link]
Differentiated Instruction from Florida…[link]
	References are noted.
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Wrap Up 

	Differentiation is redefined.

New Teacher Survival Guide video from teaching channel.
Reflection on initial thoughts.


Assessment
Complete the five response questions.

